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ABSTRACT
Treatments with cytotoxic agents or viruses may cause Immunogenic Cell Death (ICD) that immunize
tumor-bearing hosts but do not cause complete regression of tumor. We postulate that combining two
ICD inducers may cause durable regression in immunocompetent mice. ICD was optimized in vitro by
maximizing calreticulin externalization in human colorectal carcinoma (CRC) cells by exposure to
mixtures of Oxaliplatin (OX) and human adenovirus (AdV). Six mm diameter CT26 or 4T1 carcinomas
in flanks of BALB/c mice were injected once intratumorally (IT) with OX, AdV or their mixture. Tumor
growth, Tumor-Infiltrating Lymphocytes (TIL), nodal cytotoxicity, and rejection of a viable cell challenge
were measured. Tumors injected IT once with an optimum mixture of 80 µM OX – AdV 25 Multiplicity of
Infection (MOI) in PBS buffer were 17–29% the volume of control tumors. When buffer was changed
from PBS to 5% dextrose in water (D5W), volumes of tumors injected IT with 80 µM OX-AdV 25 MOI were
10% while IT OX or AdV alone were 32% and 40% the volume of IT buffer-treated tumors. OX-AdV IT
increased CD3+ TIL by 4-fold, decreased CD8+ PD-1+ TIL from 79% to 19% and induced cytotoxicity to
CT26 cells in draining node lymphocytes while lymphocytes from CT26-bearing untreated mice were not
cytotoxic. OX-AdV IT in D5W caused complete regression in 40% of mice. Long-term survivors rejected
a contralateral challenge of CT26. The buffer for Oxaliplatin is critical. The two ICD inducer mixture is
promising as an agnostic sensitizer for carcinomas like colorectal carcinoma.
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Introduction

Our laboratory has focused on using viruses to inhibit tumor
growth because of their potential to deliver agents that may
target functions that are not easily druggable with small
molecules. Early efforts developed a non-replicating virus
and then a replicating virus that targeted cancer stem cells
through inhibition of a low expression pluripotency transcrip-
tion factor.1 Such vectors often induce transient or continuous
inhibition of growth of established tumors in preclinical mod-
els but not complete regression. As a result, another approach
must be used in preclinical models to cause complete
responses that translate to useful clinical therapies.

Casares et al.2 first reported that a cytotoxic agent may
initiate a death program that primes adaptive immunity to
tumor by demonstrating that Doxorubicin-induced a caspase-
dependent cell death program in vitro in mouse CT26 rectal
carcinoma cells that generated protective immunity to chal-
lenge with viable CT26 cells. CT26 is a chemically induced
rectal adenocarcinoma that is immunogenic but will, by itself,
always overcome endogenous immune responses to kill the
host.3 Since classic apoptosis is non-immunogenic, this che-
motherapeutic death was termed Immunogenic Cell Death
(ICD) and later described as a programmed form of

necrosis.4 Tesniere et al.5 subsequently reported that
Oxaliplatin induced a similar immune response and that
externalization of Calreticulin was essential for ICD.
Yamano et al.6 found that incubation with high
Multiplicities of Infection (MOI) of human adenoviruses
(AdV) also induced ICD in the CT26 prevention model. It
seemed reasonable that if adenoviruses stimulate innate
immunity in mice that are immunodeficient,7–9 then they
might be combined with Oxaliplatin in immunocompetent
mice to induce a stronger response than what develops with
ICD monotherapy. As a consequence, we sought to determine
whether Oxaliplatin, a known ICD inducer that is also part of
standard of care for colorectal carcinoma in patients,10,11 and
our AdV would produce a stronger therapeutic response in
immunocompetent BALB/c mice to control cancer growth.

A major advantage of ICD is that it is an agnostic immuniza-
tion because it does not require prior knowledge of neoantigens.
The necroptosis activates pathways developed to defend against
pathogens or other danger signals for the host. Activation of
Pathogen Associated or Damage Associated Molecular Pattern
pathways by AdVs, chemotherapy, radiation or other damaging
agents causes endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress that externalizes
Calreticulin (CRT) with its cargo of neoantigens to the plasma
membrane before cell death.12,13 ATP is released along with
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HMBG1 and other chaperones to attract infiltrating dendritic
cells and assist with the presentation of the neoantigens through
the CD91 pathway to dendritic cells. Dendritic cells then activate
and stimulate cytotoxic T lymphocytes to migrate back to tumor
deposits to kill malignant cells (see reviews by Kepp et al.4,14).
Tumoricidal innate immune effector cells are also activated
during ICD.4 Results in preclinical models15–17 and the
clinic18,19 strongly support the development of this innate and
adaptive immune response during ICD but suggest that
a checkpoint inhibitor is usually needed to develop complete
regression. Also, one ICD inducer is not sufficient usually to
achieve regression, but repeated treatments with either the ICD
inducer or the checkpoint inhibitor must be employed to sup-
port immune responses sufficient to control tumor growth.20

Our postulate is that complete regression in progressively
growing tumors may be achieved by combining two ICD
inducers in appropriate buffer to induce a stronger response
than either one alone does. To that end, we have developed
a human AdV that is immunogenic in both humans and mice.
This AdV replicates in human colorectal carcinoma cells and
infects but does not replicate in mouse cells at clinically useful
MOI. Our approach is to optimize a mixture of AdV with
Oxaliplatin for Calreticulin externalization in vitro on human
CRC cell lines. Then, inject this mixture intratumorally (IT)
into 6 mm diameter progressively growing mouse CT26 or
4T1 carcinomas in immunocompetent BALB/c mice. This
approach initially caused anti-tumor immunity and reprodu-
cible cytostasis in growth. However, analysis of the interaction
of Oxaliplatin with AdV demonstrated that the buffer initially
used for Oxaliplatin5 decreased AdV infectivity so that
a clinical buffer is needed to improve viral function. Use of
the clinical buffer in a single IT mixture leads to complete
remission in 40% of mice after a single IT treatment.

Materials and methods

Cells, chemicals, and cytotoxicity assay

Human colorectal carcinoma lines Clone A, CX-1 and LS174T
were described in Zhang et al.1 Mouse rectal adenocarcinoma
CT26 cells and breast carcinoma 4T1 cells were obtained from
American Type Culture Collection (Manassus, VA).
Authentication was assessed by IDEXX BioAnalytics (Columbia,
MO). Oxaliplatin was obtained from Selleck Chemicals (Houston,
TX), Antibodies were obtained to mouse CD3 (Abcam), FITC
CD8, APC-eFluor 780 PD-1, PerCP-eFluor 710 EOMES
(Thermofisher, Waltham, MA), Cy3-Calreticulin (BIOSS,
Woburn, MA), Anti-RIP3 (phospho-S227) antibody (Abcam,
Cambridge, MA), anti-Phospho-RIP-1 (Ser166) (D1L3S) and
Anti-Phospho-MLKL (Cell Signal Technologies, Danvers, MA).
Western blots were performed as described by Zhang et al.1

Cytotoxicity of CT26 cells by nodal lymphocytes was measured
by LIVE/DEAD™ Cell-Mediated Cytotoxicity Kit, for animal cells
(Thermofisher) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Inhibitory concentration 50% (IC50) used the WST-1 viability
reagent from Sigma-Aldrich/Roche onmonolayers of cells treated
in 3 day cultures as described in text using the manufacturer’s
protocol. ATP and HMBG1 concentrations in spent medium
were determined by assays from Thermofisher and LSBio

(Seattle, WA), respectively, according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Culture Medium was obtained from Thermofisher.

RT–PCR, restriction endonuclease digestion and qRT–PCR

Was performed and analyzed per the method of Zhang et al.1

with primers listed in Supplementary File Table 1 and
obtained from Eurofins USA (Louisville, KY).

Virus construction and preparation

Lentivirus was created and propagated as described by Zhang
et al.1 The adenoviruses used the pAdEasy-1 with pShuttle
and pUC19 plasmids (all from Addgene, Watertown, MA)
respectively, to insert genes into the deleted E1 and E3
regions. The 1.2 kb NANOGP8 promoter controlling E1A
and E1B expression and restricting virus replication to cells
that express NANOGP8, E1A, and E1B genes were added into
E1 region. A SwaI restriction enzyme site was created in the
pAdEasy-1 plasmid to allow addition of genetic material to
the E3 region. For Ad5/3-NP2 AdV the CMV promoter,
copGFP, H1 promoter, NANOGP8 shRNA from the lenti-
virus were added in the E3 region with an Ad5/3 fiber. For the
Ad5/3-NP2.ADP virus PVIII, 12.5K, X, Y, ADP, ADP polyA
region were added in addition to the genes from Ad5/3-NP2.
PVIII encodes a structural adenoviral protein and the E3
promoter that controls expression of the ADP protein.21

Drs. Tollefson and Wold graciously supplied both a pMT2
plasmid with Ad5 ADP inserted at the EcoRI site as well as
Adenovirus ADP Rabbit antisera (Rabbit # 100578) generated
against a peptide that represent amino acids 63–77 of the Ad2
ADP sequence that was used to confirm the presence of ADP
protein in western blots at 1:400 dilution. The modified
pUC19 and pShuttle were constructed by NEB (New
England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) Assembly according to man-
ufacturers’ instructions. The different inserts were introduced
into pAdEasy by homologous recombination using BJ5183 E.
coli bacteria according to He et al.22

AdV were prepared by infecting 70% confluent 293T17
cells with viral lysate and harvesting cells and medium after
72–96 h. Cells and medium were subjected to three freeze-
thaw cycles and lysate clarified by centrifugation at 2,000 g for
10 min at 4°C followed by ultracentrifugation at 20000 g for 2
h at 4°C with pellet passed through 0.22 µm PES filter and
stored at −80°C in aliquots. MOI used infectious units deter-
mined by direct fluorescence TCID50 assay on human Clone
A cell monolayers.23

Animal experiments

Animal experiments with lentivirus and adenovirus in 90 six
week old male NOD/SCID mice were performed under the
protocol LEC-011 approved by the NCI Animal Care and Use
Committee. Experiments with mouse CT26 cells and mouse
4T1 cells in 76 six week old BALB/c female mice were per-
formed under protocol 1050837–1 approved by the George
Mason University Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee. Mice were obtained from Charles River
Laboratories. NOD/SCID mice in groups of 9–12 mice were
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injected with 3 × 106 viable cells in the right flank subcuta-
neously and then injected with lentivirus or adenovirus when
tumors were 5 mm in diameter. Tumors were measured three
times a week and volumes calculated by 0.5 x Length x Width2

in mm. For experiments with mouse rectal carcinoma CT26
or mouse breast 4T1 carcinoma 5 × 105 viable cells were
injected subcutaneously in groups of 5–7 mice in the right
flank and tumor volumes measured as described for the
NOD/SCID mice.

Tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes and cytotoxicity

Tumor and axillary lymph nodes were harvested aseptically
from euthanized mice and one half, in PBS, was dissociated by
passage through a sterile 40 gauge stainless steel mesh with
a sterile spatula in PBS. Dissociated cells were then washed
three times in PBS. TIL were analyzed by flow cytometry on
a FACSCalibur cytometer (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes,
NJ) using protocols and dilutions recommended by
Thermofisher using CD8, PD-1, and EOMES antibodies listed
above. The data was collected with CellQuest (Becton
Dickinson) and analyzed by Flowing Software (Turku
Center for Biotechnology, Turku, Finland).

The other half of each tumor was fixed in 10% Neutral
Buffered Formalin for 48 hr and then changed to 70%
Ethanol. Fixed tumor was then embedded, sectioned and
stained for CD3 + T cells with DAB counterstain by
Histoserve, Inc. (Germantown, MD) using Thermofisher anti-
mouse CD3 antibody. Sections were imaged and CD3+ cells
enumerated in the digital images with NIH ImageJ version
2.0.0-rc-69/1.52i Build 26910ad53f as described in text.
Results are presented as Mean ± SEM/mm2.

Calreticulin externalization and viral infectivity

1 x 105 human A or CX-1 cells were cultured in 12 well
culture plates (Corning) for 5 days with Ad5/3-NP2 at an
MOI of 25 and Oxaliplatin concentrations from 0 − 160 µM
as indicated in text. Cells were harvested and dissociated with
Versene solution and then analyzed by flow cytometry for
GFP positivity and Calreticulin externalization with Cy3-anti-
calreticulin (BIOSS) at 1:50 for 60 min at 23°C and cells were
washed three times before imaging in the FL2 channel on the
FACSCalibur cytometer. In other experiments, Calreticulin
and GFP positive cells were imaged by static cytometry with
an inverted epi-fluorescence microscope (Amscope) and then
enumerated with ImageJ as described above for TIL.
Significance was determined by ANOVA analyzed in
GraphPad Prism v7 with Holm-Sidak correction for multiple
comparisons.

Statistical analysis

Significance was set at a two-tailed P < .05. The volume of
tumors was calculated as described above. All analyses were
conducted in Prism V.7 (GraphPad Software, Inc). Tumor
volumes were Log10 transformed and then individual tumor
growth determined by linear regression. The method of
Hather et al.24 was then used to estimate Rate-Based

Treatment/Control (T/C) rates at a specified date. This
approach uses all data from all mice and also enables Power
calculations though 100 simulation bootstrapping as described
by Hather et al.24 Volumes are presented as Mean ± SEM with
comparisons of volumes by two-way ANOVA and Rate-Based
T/C’s at 21 days (CT26) or 19 days (4T1) by one-way
ANOVA. All multiple comparisons are corrected by Holm-
Sidak correction.

Results

The need for a replicating virus

Our group1 originally developed a nonreplicating lentivirus as
an anti-cancer stem cell virus. LV shNp8-1 contained an H1-
driven shRNA that targets the pluripotency transcription factor
NANOGP8 and inhibits spherogenicity and the side population
in vitro and the growth of transduced human CRC cells in
immune deficient NOD/SCID mice. NANOGP8 is a retrogene
of the NANOG family of pluripotent transcription factors that
is expressed in ~70% of CRC liver metastases as well as most
human carcinomas, leukemias, and sarcomas.25 IT injection of
established CX-1 xenografts with LV shNp8-1 controlled tumor
growth in NOD/SCID mice for more than 7 days but then the
tumor outgrew the effect (Supplemental Figure 1, Panel A).
The number of copies of the H1-shRNA gene was measured by
PCR in CX-1 tumors at 3 days and at euthanasia. Four to 17
LV copies/6.6 pg tumor DNA were present 3 days after IT
injection but decreased to 0.01 − 0.44 LV copies/6.6 pg DNA 12
days later at euthanasia. Although host mice may have deleted
transduced tumor cells, CX-1 GFP negative cells that were not
transduced grew out and overcome any transient growth inhi-
bition. Thus, a replicating virus was necessary to get a more
sustained inhibition of tumor growth in the xenograft model.

We then developed Ad5/3-NP8 with the AdEasy system that
was E1, E3 region deleted22 but inserted wild type E1A-E1B
genes in the E1 region, added a type 3 knob on the type 5
fiber, and placed the H1- shRNA and CMV- GFP reporter
from the lentivirus in the E3 region (Supplemental Figure 2).
A replicating control virus (Ad5/3-WT) was created that was
similar to Ad5/3-NP8 but had a scrambled shRNA
(Supplemental Figure 2). Simultaneously, we created Ad5/
3-NP2 a conditionally replicating AdV in which a 1 Kb mini-
promoter from the NANOGP8 retrogene was inserted upstream
of the E1A gene with the same H1- shRNA and CMV- GFP
reporter as in Ad5/3-NP8 in the E3 deleted region
(Supplemental Figure 2). The viruses were tested for their ability
to inhibit cancer stem cell function as defined by the work of
Zhang et al.1 in which stemness is measured by the ability of cells
to form spheroids of more than 50 cells from single cells after 9
days of culture in suspension in serum-free medium. Both Ad5/
3-NP8 and Ad5/3-NP2 are non-oncolytic but inhibit stem cell
function in human Clone A cells (Figure 2D). When Ad5/3-NP2
or Ad5/3-WT were injected into CX-1 and LS174T xenografts,
both continuously reduced tumor growth by 30% but did not
cause regression (Supplemental Figure 1B, C). Since Ad5/3-WT
was as active as Ad5/3-NP2 (Supplemental Figure 1B, C), inhibi-
tion of xenograft growth is likely due to host innate immunity to
the AdV.7–9 If this is the case, then we postulated a need to 1)
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make the AdV oncolytic and 2) use it as an immunogen in
immune competent mice.

Preparation of an oncolytic Ad5/3-NP2.ADP AdV

The Ad5/3-NP2 virus was re-engineered to include the
Adenovirus Death Protein (ADP) under the control of the E3
promoter as well as a redesigned mini-promoter that contained
1.2 Kb of the NANOGP8 promoter. This Ad5/3-NP2.ADP
virus produces shRNA to NANOGP8 (Figure 1A) and inhibits
total NANOG gene expression (Figure 1B). Both Ad5/3-NP2
and Ad5/3-NP2.ADP inhibit NANOG transcripts by 50–70%
in Clone A and CX-1 cells at 5 days of culture (Figure 1C). The
Ad5/3-NP2.ADP virus is more active in inhibiting spherogeni-
city than Ad5/3-NP2 since it essentially stops the formation of
spheroids in CX-1 cells while the Ad5/3-NP2 virus only inhi-
bits spherogenicity by ~50% and Ad5/3-NP8 with the E1A wild
type promoter and the same shRNA to NANOGP8 inhibits
spherogenicity by 90% (Figure 1D). Ad5/3-NP2.ADP is cyto-
toxic to human Clone A cells in the 3-day monolayer survival
assay (Figure 1E). Since mouse cells neither support replication
of human adenovirus nor express NANOGP8, both Ad5/3-NP2
and Ad5/3-NP2.ADP were used in subsequent in vivo experi-
ments with mouse tumors as essentially interchangeable immu-
nogenic agents.

Optimization of ICD in human CRC lines

Our approach to combining Oxaliplatin with our Ad5/3 viruses
was to determine an optimal ratio for drug to virus that externa-
lized Calreticulin. Calreticulin exposure on the plasma membrane
is essential for ICD because Calreticulin chaperones nascent pep-
tides along the lumen of the endoplasmic reticulum. During ER
stress, the Calreticulin is externalized26 and carries these peptides

as potential neoantigens that can be transferred to CD91 on
dendritic cells for endocytosis and eventual presentation with
Class I or II MHC molecules.27 When Oxaliplatin and Ad5/
3-NP2 were tested on human Clone A and human CX-1 cells
in vitro for 5 days, the optimal ratio of Oxaliplatin andAd5/3-NP2
for the percentage of cells expressing externalized Calreticulin was
80 µM Oxaliplatin with 25 MOI of Ad5/3-NP2 (Figure 2A–E).
Higher concentrations of Oxaliplatin inhibited AdV infectivity as
indicated by a reduction in the percentage of cells infected as well
as the intensity of GFP expression (Figure 2B–D). Interestingly,
lower concentrations of Oxaliplatin combined with adenovirus
induced gene expression of Type I and II interferons and TNF-
alpha in human Clone A CRC (Figure 2F). However, it was
important to have a slightly higher Oxaliplatin concentration to
anticipate dilutionwithin tumor tissue in vivo. Ad5/3-NP2.ADP is
synergistic withOxaliplatin for cell death because both 25 and 12.5
MOI of Ad5/-NP2.ADP left shifted the IC50 for Oxaliplatin from
9.8 µM to 2.5 µMor 0.3 µM for 12.5 and 25MOIAd5/3-NP2.ADP,
respectively (Figure 2E). Interestingly, high concentrations of
Oxaliplatin cause Calreticulin externalization in Mouse CT26
cells (Supplemental Figure 3A) confirming Tesniere at al.5 while
high MOI of AdV activates mixed lineage kinase domain like
pseudokinase (MLKL) in mouse CT26 cells (Supplemental
Figure 3B) that degrades plasma membranes during the final
phases of necroptosis.28 In addition, Oxaliplatin (Supplemental
Figure 3C) and MOI of 12.5 and 25 of Ad5/3-NP2 increases
expression of Type I and II interferons in mouse CT26 cells
(Supplemental Figure 3D). At 3-days AdV releases ATP in vitro
in both Clone A and CT26 cells (Supplemental Figure 4) and
HMBG1 by ADV and the Oxaliplatin-AdV mixture
(Supplemental Figure 5). As a result, Ad5/3-NP2.ADP is synergis-
tic with Oxaliplatin in mouse CT26 cells even though Ad5/3-NP2.
ADP is not directly cytotoxic to mouse CT26 cells at an MOI of
12.5 or 25 (Figure 2G). Thus, both Ad5/3 viruses enhance the

Figure 1. Ad5/3-NP2.ADP inhibits NANOG expression and cancer stem cell function. Panel A) Clone A cells infected with Ad5/3-NP2.ADP MOI 10 or 50 for 3 days in
monolayer produce ds shRNA to NANOGP8 detected by qRT-PCR. Panel B) Clone A cells from Panel A also have lower total NANOG gene expression by qRT-PCR.
Panel C) Clone A and CX-1 cells infected for 3 days with 10–50 MOI Ad5/3-NPS.ADP lower NANOG total gene expression more than Ad5/3-NP2 does in CX-1. Panel D)
Ad5/3-NP2.ADP is more active in inhibiting spheroid formation in the Single Cell Spherogenic Assay in CX-1 cells than either Ad5/3-NP2 or Ad5/3-NP8 (similar to Ad/
3-NP2 except that it contains the wild type E1A). Panel E) IC50 of Clone A cells in monolayer culture exposed to dilutions of the adenoviruses in a 3-day WST-1 assay.
Means ± SD are presented.
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ability ofOxaliplatin to induce ICDasmeasured by externalization
of Calreticulin, induction of interferons and actual cell death not
only in human CRC but also in mouse CT26 cells.

Initial effect of the Oxaliplatin-adenovirus mixture on
CT26 and 4T1 carcinoma

Mouse rectal carcinoma CT26 and mouse breast carcinoma 4T1
tumors were established subcutaneously in the flanks of female
BALB/c mice and injected IT when tumors were 6 mm diameter
with a mixture of 80 µMOxaliplatin mixed with 25 MOI of either
Ad5/3-NP2 or Ad5/3-NP2.ADP. Six mm diameter tumors are
oval to spherical and range in estimated total number of
1.5–6.1E+7 CT26 cells with each CT26 cell an average of 15 µm
in diameter. On average, we used 1E+09 infectious units of AdV in
a total volume of 100 µl injectate. This provides an estimated range
of 16–65 MOI of AdV for the potential range of tumor volumes.
Such an IT injection caused a marked decrease in growth that was
initially cytostatic but did not cause regression (Figure 3A, B).
However, when mice were euthanized 11 days after IT injection,
there was a shift in CD8 + T cells from 79%PD-1+EOMESINT-High

in untreated CT26 tumor-bearing mice to 79% PD-1− EOMESLow

in ITOxaliplatin-AdV injected tumors (Figure 3C,D). In addition,
there was a four-fold increase in CD3+ Tumor-Infiltrating
Lymphocytes (Figure 3E–G). Also, axillary node lymphocytes

from IT-treated CT26 tumor-bearing mice were cytotoxic to
CT26 cells whereas lymphocytes from untreated CT26 tumor-
bearing mice were significantly less cytotoxic to CT26 target cells
than lymphocytes from normal littermate mice (Figure 3H). IT
injection of the combination therapy cause a 77–79% reduction in
volume of cancer in CT26-bearing mice and 83% in 4T1 bearing
mice (Table 1). Thus, IT injection of a mixture of Oxaliplatin and
AdV significantly reduced the growth of CT26 and 4T1 tumors in
syngeneicmice, increasedTIL and induced cytotoxicity in regional
nodes but did not cause regression in any of the treated mice.

The importance of the buffer

Since Tesniere et al.5 used Phosphate-Buffered Saline for
Oxaliplatin solutions, our first three experiments used the
same buffer. However, since Oxaliplatin cross-links dsDNA
and Adenovirus is a dsDNA virus, Oxaliplatin may inactivate
AdV when mixed and incubated with AdV over time. The
FDA requires that Oxaliplatin be administered in 5% dextrose
in water (D5W) and not in chloride-containing solutions29

because Chloride ion displaces the oxalate group in the pre-
sence of divalent cations and make Oxaliplatin more toxic.30

We compared the effect of 80 µM Oxaliplatin in D5W or in
the chloride-containing RPMI1640 on AdV infectivity in
monolayers of Clone A cells. Both buffers had similar effects

Figure 2. Synergy between oxaliplatin and adenovirus in human and mouse CRC for induction of ICD. 1 × 105 Clone A or CX-1 cells were cultured in 12 well culture
plates for 5 days with Ad5/3-NP2 at an MOI 25 and OX from 0 − 160 µM as indicated in Panels A-C. Cells harvested and dissociated with Versene solution and then
analyzed by flow cytometry for GFP positive cells (Panel A), for Calreticulin positive cells in CX-1 (Panel B) or Clone A (Panel C) by the combination of Oxaliplatin and
virus. Red Line in Panels B and C is mixture of Oxaliplatin and virus; Black line is Oxaliplatin alone and () is 25 MOI virus alone. Mean ± SD of % Calreticulin+ cells
presented. Significance by two-way ANOVA analyzed in GraphPad Prism v7 with Holm-Sidak correction for multiple comparisons. **** P < .0001. Panel D) 500 CX-1
cells in 3-D culture for 7 days incubated with 25 MOI Ad5/3-NP2.ADP and the indicated concentrations of Oxaliplatin in µM. Panel E) 3-day WST-1 survival assay of
Clone A cells incubated with Oxaliplatin or Oxaliplatin plus either 12.5 MOI or 25 MOI of Ad5/3-NP2.ADP with IC50’s of 9.8 µM (95% CI 5.8 to 15.8 µM) for Clone A, 2.5
µM (95% CI 1.5 to 4.9 µM) Clone A with ADP 12.5 MOI and 1.0 µM (0.8 to 1.1 µM) Clone A with ADP 25 MOI. Panel F) Relative gene expression of IFNB, TNF-alpha,
IFNG or IL-1B after 3-day exposure to Oxaliplatin alone or Oxaliplatin + Ad5/3-NP2 at 25 MOI in monolayer culture. Panel G) CT26 incubated with Oxaliplatin and the
indicated MOI of Ad5/3-NP2.ADP in a 3-day WST-1 assay as in Panel E). IC50’s for CT26 cells were 8.8 µM (95% CI 5.6 to 13.9), Oxaliplatin with 12.5 MOI virus is 4.7 µM
(95% CI 3.0 to 7.4) and with 25 MOI virus is 0.95 µM 95% CI (0.9 to 1.1). Results are means ± SD for Panels E and G and Means ± SEM for Panel F.
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on cell cytotoxicity (Supplemental Figure 4A) but AdV infec-
tivity was inhibited more in RPMI 1640 than in D5W
(Supplemental Figure 4B, C). These results suggested that
mixing Oxaliplatin and virus for less than 30 min in D5W
before IT injection may improve the efficacy of the mixture.
In the fourth experiment IT 80 µM Oxaliplatin and 25 MOI
Ad5/3-NP2.ADP in the 5% dextrose buffer reduced the
growth of CT26 by 90% with 2 of 5 mice achieving clinical
complete response by Day 24 (Figure 4A,C, Table 2). 80 µM
Oxaliplatin alone or Ad5/3-NP2.ADP reduced tumor growth
by 68% and 60%, respectively (Figure 4A, Table 2). The
median survivals of the virus alone, Oxaliplatin alone and
Combination groups of 26, 33 and 34 days, respectively,
were significantly longer than the 22-day median survival of
controls (Figure 4B). The two complete responders in the
combination Oxaliplatin-AdV group along with the two sur-
viving mice in the AdV alone group along with age-matched

littermates were challenged in the contralateral flank 21 days
after IT injection with 1 × 106 viable CT26 cells. All of the
treated mice rejected the contralateral challenge whereas
CT26 grew in all the normal age-matched control mice
(Figure 4D). Thus, IT treatment induced tumor transplanta-
tion immunity, at least in the longer-term survivors.
Interestingly, one of the complete responders in the combina-
tion Oxaliplatin-AdV treated group relapsed in the original
tumor site when challenged with viable tumor and died later
from disease (Figure 4B, C) while the other is a durable
complete responder surviving more than 170 days from
tumor implantation.

Discussion

Our data extend ICD as an agnostic immunization through
two major findings. First, the combination of two ICD

Figure 3. IT Ox-ADP increases T cell TIL and cytotoxicity to CT26. Mice in Experiment 1 from Table 1 were injected with 5E+5 mouse CT26 cells and treated as
described as in text. Panel A) tumors in individual mice are presented as a spider plot that demonstrates growth in each mouse. Black lines are controls and red lines
are mice treated IT with Oxaliplatin and AdV. Panel B) mean volumes ± SEM for mice in Panel A. Panels C and D) Mice were euthanized 11 days after IT treatment and
tumors harvested, dissociated or formalin-fixed and flow cytometry was performed for CD8 + T cells, PD-1 and the intracellular Eomesodermin (EOMES) transcription
factor as a marker of differentiation to exhaustion. Panel C) CD8 + T cells from Untreated CT26 were 79% PD-1+EOMESInt-High. Panel D) IT-treated tumors contained
79% CD8+ PD-1−EOMES Low T cells that are either naïve or memory effector T cells. Panel E) the untreated CT26 stained for CD3 + T cells, Panel F) IT-treated CT26
tumor stained for CD3 + T cells. White bar = 50 µm. DAB counterstaining for both C and D. Panel G) the mean ± SEM of CD3 + T cells per mm2 in six separate fields.
Panel H) Lymphocytes from the draining axillary lymph nodes were suspended and incubated with CT26 cells at an effector:tumor cell ratio of 100:1. Normal
lymphocytes were harvested from age-matched littermates that were not exposed to CT26 or virus. Cytotoxicity determined by Invitrogen Live-Dead Animal Cell
Assay and P values determined by one-way ANOVA with Holm-Sidak multiple comparisons correction. **** P < .0001 compared to Untreated (Panel E) or Normal
(Panel F) or Normal lymphocytes in (Panel H).

Table 1. Reproducible inhibition of CT26 rectal and 4T1 breast carcinoma in syngeneic BALB/c Mice.

Experiment/Tumor Treatment Buffer Rate-Based T/C21 P Power

1/CT26 None
OX 80µM + NP2

-
PBS

-
0.29 ** 0.96

2/CT26 PBS
OX 80µM + ADP

-
PBS

-
0.23 ** 0.94

Experiment/Tumor Treatment Buffer Rate-Based T/C19 P Power
3/4T1 PBS

OX 80µM + ADP
-

PBS 0.17 * 0.97

Groups of 5–8 6 weeks old BALB/c female mice were injected with 5 × 105 viable CT26 (Experiments 1
and 2) or 4T1 (Experiment 3) cells in the right flank. When tumors were 6 mm in diameter, 0.10 ml of
PBS containing 80 µM Oxaliplatin (OX) with 25 MOI of Ad5/3-NP2 (NP2) (Experiment 1) or Ad5/3-NP2.
ADP (ADP) in Experiments 2 and 3 was injected into the tumors. Tumors were measured three times
a week and results are Mean ± SEM. A spider plot of individual mice from Experiment 1 are presented
in Figure 3A and B. Rate-based T/C at either 21 or 19 days is calculated by the method of Hather
et al.24 that uses all data from all mice with linear regression of log-transformed volumes. Significance
is determined by one-way ANOVA with multiple comparison correction. Power provided by boot-
strapping to model variance from heterogeneity of small samples. * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P <
0.001, **** P < 0.0001. OX – Oxaliplatin, NP2 – Ad5/3-NP2, ADP – Ad5/3-NP2.ADP.
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inducers is better than either one alone. In this report, we
combine a chemotherapy agent with a biologic and demon-
strate that in vivo the combination is significantly better than
IT treatment with either Oxaliplatin or the virus alone. This
combination is similar to the interaction of chemotherapy
with ionizing radiation in patients treated with advanced
cancer. Radiation therapy induces abscopal effects where
lesions outside the radiation field regress.18,19 Without
another systemic treatment, such regressions are considered
to be due to the induction of anti-tumor immune responses.
However, the abscopal effects of combining radiation therapy
with systemic chemotherapy may be due to the systemic
therapy rather than to an immune response that is hard to
measure in vivo. The regression of uninjected cutaneous mel-
anoma metastases in patients treated with intralesional injec-
tion of Talimogene Laherparepvec (T-VEC)31 combined with
systemic ipilimumab, the anti-CTLA4 checkpoint inhibitor,
clearly demonstrates that local immunization can be enhanced
to cause distant responses throughout the host. However, to
the best of our knowledge, our work is the first example of
combining two ICD inducing agents into one single

intralesional therapy that enhances TIL, changes the majority
of infiltrating CD8 + T cells from PD-1+ to PD-1−, and
induces nodal cytotoxicity and transplantation resistance.

An interesting aspect of the therapy is that relatively low
concentrations of 0.1–40 µM Oxaliplatin with fixed doses of
virus induced the highest externalization of Calreticulin
(Figure 2B,C) as well as the highest gene expression of
IFNB, IFNG and TNF genes (Figure 2F). However, we chose
to use the Oxaliplatin concentration of 80 µM for the intra-
tumoral injection because 1) mouse CT26 cells and mouse
4T1 cells do not support replication of the adenovirus at MOI
of 25 and 2) dilution of the injectate within a solid mass of
tumor lead to lower concentrations of drug that still will be
active. Nonetheless, it is clear that the combination of
Oxaliplatin and AdV is synergistic for cell death in both
human Clone A (Figure 2E) and mouse CT26 (Figure 2G)
in vitro because there is a significant left shift in the IC50

curves with the addition of the AdV.
Our data suggest that replicating virus in immune incom-

petent NOD/SCID mice is able to continuously inhibit the
growth of human CRC xenografts where the nonreplicating
lentivirus with the same payload could only temporarily
retard the growth of CX-1 xenografts. While not directly
tested, since the control adenovirus had the same effect as
the experimental virus, it is likely that the host innate immune
response to adenovirus slowed the growth of the xenograft.
Type 5 adenovirus induces innate immune responses through
MyD88/TLR97 or cGAS/STING8 that would account for the
reduction in growth in NOD/SCID mice. Nishime et al.9 also
demonstrated that NOD/SCID mice can activate NK cells to
inhibit xenograft growth. Thus, innate immunity may be

Figure 4. IT therapy with Oxaliplatin in D5W causes regression in CT26 carcinoma in BALB/c mice. Groups of 5–7 6 week old female mice were injected with 5 × 105

viable cells in the flank. When nodules were 6 mm diameter at day 16, Oxaliplatin (OX 80 µM), Ad5/3-NP2.ADP (ADP) at 25 MOI or in combination was injected IT.
Tumors were measured and analyzed as described in Table 1. Panel A) mean growth for each group analyzed up to Day 24. Panel B) Overall survival for each group
with median survival and P values determined by Kaplan-Meier analysis. Panel C) Individual mouse plots of tumor volumes in each treatment group. Panel D)
Rejection of 1 × 106 viable CT26 cells in the contralateral flank at day 37 by two complete responders in the OX+ADP group and two mice with small primaries in the
ADP group. Controls are age-matched littermates. * P < .05, ** P < .01, *** P < .001, **** P < .0001.

Table 2. Buffer change increases effect of IT Oxaliplatin and Adenovirus.

Experiment/
Tumor Treatment Buffer

Rate-Based
T/C21 P Power

4/CT26 PBS PBS - -
ADP D5W 0.40 **** 0.94
OX 80 µM D5W 0.32 **** 0.93
OX 80 µM + ADP D5W 0.10 **** 0.80

Groups of 5–7 female BALB/c mice were injected with 5 × 105 viable mouse
CT26 cells in the right flank. Mice were treated IT as described in Table 1 and
Figure 4. Tumor volumes were analyzed as described in Table 1.
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important for viral effects on xenografts in immune incom-
petent mice but may not be able to cause rejection of estab-
lished tumor.

Our treatment was initially developed against human CRC
lines in vitro because our intended clinical use is in second-
line treatment of advanced CRC. Sixty percent of CRC have
few TIL or exclude T cells from entering the cancer and are
considered cold and poorly responsive to checkpoint inhibitor
therapy.32,33 If this ICD-based regimen induces strong
immune/inflammatory responses in CRC that may be boosted
further by checkpoint inhibitor therapy, then this therapy may
be important for such other cold human malignancies as non-
HER2+/TNBC breast, prostate, serous ovarian, thyroid carci-
nomas or Glioblastoma Multiforme.33

Systemic chemotherapy, especially with anthracyclines or
oxaliplatin, administered in multidrug regimens as standard
of care may induce ICD and, as being tested now in clinical
trials, lead to responses to checkpoint inhibitor therapy in
cancers that generally do not respond to immunotherapy.
However, the amount of Oxaliplatin in tumor or even normal
tissue is likely too low to induce strong ICD. Systemic admin-
istration of the standard dose of Oxaliplatin 130 mg/m2 over 2
h leads to a peak plasma concentration of ~10 µg/ml that is 25
µM.34 Since the t1/2 was 30 min, the concentration of
Oxaliplatin in tumor will be lower than 20 µM especially
since 40% of the Oxaliplatin in plasma is quickly bound to
plasma proteins.35 Intratumoral injection of 80 µM
Oxaliplatin puts at least twice the amount of the highest
plasma concentration into tumor. Thus, intratumoral injec-
tion may be better than systemic for agnostic sensitization.

Our approach using intratumoral injection of a mixture of
two agents is not as appealing as systemic treatment.
However, IT injection by interventional radiologic techniques
is safe.36 Our intended use is for patients with advanced CRC
in second-line therapy with liver or lung metastases.
Hemorrhage is the major complication but occurs in less
than 2% of over 20,000 procedures.36 Procedure cost is
$5,000–10,000 while the cost of the checkpoint inhibitors is
5–10 times that.37 The advantage of IT injection is that
a high local concentration may be delivered safely without
systemic toxicity, consistent with the concentrations needed
to induce ICD. Although Oxaliplatin is water-soluble and
might enter the systemic circulation, a 1 ml injection of 80
µM Oxaliplatin into a 2 cm liver metastasis will deliver 31.8 µg
of oxaliplatin into the tumor which is less than the 60 µg of
Oxaliplatin absorbed by a 2 cm metastasis with 1 cm liver
margin during isolated liver perfusion.38 Thus, IT injection is
safe, unlikely to leak into the circulation but will provide
a high concentration to induce ICD.

The limitations of this study that will be addressed in the
near future include defining the effector cells in their con-
tributions and most importantly whether the agnostic immu-
nization presented here also induces responses to the Th139

and cytotoxic peptides40 that have been previously identified
in the CT26 model. Another limitation that needs to be
addressed is whether the transplantation resistance has mem-
ory and is specific to CT26. Further work is also necessary to
determine whether tumor in other locations in the host will
limit the activity of adaptive immunity. Since two of the

survivors that rejected the contralateral challenge had residual
cancer in their virus injected tumors, it is quite likely that the
induced adaptive immunity may be strong enough to reject
distant tumor. However, in summary, this work indicates that
ICD is an immunization method that is agnostic to prior
knowledge of neoantigens and that two ICD inducers are
better than one.
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